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Here you can find the menu of De Arco's Pizza in Chicago. At the moment, there are 15 menus and drinks on the
card. You can inquire about changing offers via phone. What Angelica Alonzo likes about De Arco's Pizza:
I have always loved Naples Pizza and after I moved further south, my go to location didn't deliver so far.

However, I found this location and I am no longer missing my favorite pizza place. Food is always correct,
delivery feels long but food is never cold, and the taste is always just right. Thank you all! read more. The rooms
on site are wheelchair accessible and can also be used with a wheelchair or physical disabilities. What Angelica

Alonzo doesn't like about De Arco's Pizza:
Unfortunately First and last time trying. Delivery took forever to deliver our food. When arrived our food was cold.

Food had no flavor. We ordered a thin pepperoni, which just felt like cardboard. We ordered onion rings which
completely had no flavor. Order mozzarella sticks which were so cold and seemed undercooked. The marinara

sauce cup was legitimately almost empty and super watery. Highly disappointed, was not... read more. Delicious
pizza is baked hot from the oven at De Arco's Pizza in Chicago using a time-honored method, Generally, the

dishes are prepared fast and fresh for you. Moreover, awaiting for you is typical Italian cuisine with tasty
classics like pizza and pasta, Naturally, you should also taste the tasty burgers, accompanied by sides like fries,

salads, or wedges served.
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Starter� & Salad�
WINGS

Ca�on�
CALZONE

Restauran� Categor�
VEGETARIAN

P�z�
PEPPERONI PIZZA

CHEESE PIZZA

�ngerfoo�
ZWIEBELRINGE

BUFFALO WINGS
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bein� serve�
PIZZA

BREAD
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MEAT

SAUSAGE

TOMATE

CHEESE

ONION
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